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Abstraot.

•

The evaluation of the deorease of wind currents involved with the seoondary wind
effeot calls for the use of the vertical soale H (the depth of baroolinity) whioh
provisionally charaoterizes the depth of penetration of the wind and the thermio
disturbanoes into the ooean depths and oan be viewed as a total baroolinio effeot
at sea. The dynamio ooeanologypermits to estimate the values of H.
-7(
Some authors have aooepted e (VO .043 in regard to an analogous velooity at
the surfaoe (V0
) and have ,
treated it as a most simple relative oriterion of a
disturbance deorease fO~2the estimation of the lower barooline boundary layer at
Seal othersassumed 'e Vo ""00135 V,0'" and lastly'some authors determine the,vertioal
scale as athickness of a ..Layer beyond'which the velocities are rather negligibleo
The author of this paper has determined
""" the surfaoe of'no'motion acoording
to the formulas for the calculation of baroolinity depth developed in the paper of
Dro PoS. Lineykin ttA simplified method for the estimation of the surface and deep
layers at sea far away from the ooastal area tt (1961) an~jhis work ttThe wind and
the thermoha1ine oirculation at sea" (1961)0 The first formula used in this investigation for oalculation purposes is'derived'from the oareful examtnation of
the well"established'ourrents'with the'prevlilerice of the'horizontal one. whereas
the seoond forinula 18 based upOnthe"assumption -of' the predoiniIiance' öf ä.- vertical
exohänge at seä.:· The 'basic parameters' of 'the fornnilaeare ohösEm' from published '
souroes. The coefficients for the horizontal and vertioal exchange at sea are
2
Yx = 108 ~.
V z = 10 2 ~2 0 (L) is the distanoe viewed as a characsec
sec
teristio horizontal soale in the examined area~ where the wind stress alters twioefold.
In the course of ca1ou1ation the author has adopted various values of
SP for eaoh belt. thus, it was possible to reaoh an' approximation near

,e={§=2WCG

to the solution observed on spherio land ( f is the Coriolis
gradient b is calculated in the 100-1000 m layer.

paramete~;

the densi ty

The oalculation of the depth of the no motion layer in accordance with the
formulae WaS oarried out for various areaS of the World Ocean: in the Gulf Stream,
in the North Atlantic ourrent. in the Kuroshio etco and produced satisfaotory
resultso For example, in the midpart of the Gulf Stream the zero level, aooording
to synchronous surveys (VII-VIII, 1960) was situated at a depth of 1150m.; as
one moves eastwards along the flow the ourrent velooity gradually weakens the
flow is less strafied and it lowers. 'The inolination aoross the Gulf Stream in
various areas ranged within 300-700 m~ whereas along the direotion of flow it
proved to be 400 mo
The average position of the zero level during the winter (XII-lI) and
summer (VI-VIII) period Was estimated for the aquatorium of the North Atlantio
on the basis of the very same formulae. The results are almost similar to the
previous oneso
There is a provisional character and likeness between the idea of the zero
surfaoe and the depth of baroolinityc for oomparative purposes one can obtain
equivalent figures for the depth of the no motion layer and for the depth of
baroclinity at the very same point of the calculated depth of baroolinity and
the depth of the no motion layer determined by employing one of the methods for
the estimation of the latter (for the sake of oomparison the author used A.
Defant's method) by introduoing an empirioal ooeffioient into the formula of
depth baroolinityo

The comparison of the ca1cu1atory resu1ts, accomp1ished with the formu1a which
• takes into account the horizontal turbulent exchange, and the average position of
the surface of no motion according to A. Defant (1941) a10ng the 30~ meridian
and its comparative examination with the position of the zero level for single
hydrologica1 seotions have led to the establishment of empirioa1 coefficients attaohed to the formu1a for the ca1cu1at1on of H whioh alters in regard to 1atitude
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This range of variations of empirica1 coeffioients has appeared, most probab1y,
at the cost ofinsufficient consideration of the geographioa1 1atitude
(H

sincp) in the theoretioa1 formu1ae; the comparative study of the ca1cu1atory
oos cp
results oarried out in agreement with the formu1a with a due consideration of
turbulent exchange H IV sinq> 1ed to the empirical ooefficient which amounts to 2.4.
N

ThG ca1cu1ated depth of the no motion 1ayer almost does not change a10ng the
parallel and it fol1ows the'p1anetary pattern observed in Defant's paper, i.e. it
desoends as one moves towards the higher 1atitudes and is situated between the
intermediate Antarqtic and the abyssa1 water masses. The Gulf Stream area is
characterized by the drop of the latter in the cross-ourrent direction.

~

,The seasona1 variations of the depth of the no motion 1ayer basical1y develop
owing to the seasona1 ohanges of density in the surfaoe waters. During the year
the situation of the zero level throughout 1arge basins of the tropioa1 'and
equatoria1 1atitudes is almost of stationary oharacter (near 25 N. rv 1000 m,
near ,10 N. fV 700 m).
'
In the northern areas, particu1ar1y in the areas of the Polar front whioh
is high1y mobile and exhibitsa strongly pronounced difference of water properties,
one observes ohanges in the position of the zero level ranging from the summer
period (1000-1300 m) to the winter~eriod (1500-1800 m); these changes are sometimes rather great,'amounting to 500 m and even more.
The amplitude of seasonal variations of the depth of the no motion layer
in the area of escape of Mediterranean waters and in the upwe1ling area near the
Afriean coast amounts to 200 m.
Transient variations in the position of the zero level' are rather great;
even in such a stabi1ized f10w as the Gulf Stream the f1uctuations of H run
beyond 200 m. (ca1cu1ations were carried out at a 3 hour interval).
The oa1culated values in regard to the surface of no motion fu1ly coincide
with the data obtained in the course of instrumental observations devoted to
current studies.
The advanta~eous aspects of the method emp10yed by the a~thor 1ie in its
simp1ioity, easy handling of the formulae which provide definite resu1ts and
give a possibility to determine the zero level at sea on the basis of on1y one
series of observations oolleoted at a single hydro1ogical station.

The determination of the position ofthe surfaoe of no motion in the ooean
is a matter of substantial signifioanse for the study of ourrents with the aid
of the dynalnic methode
. '
The efforts or many foreign investigators (G. Dietrich; 1936; A. Parr, 1938,
A. Defant, 1941; Ri1ey, 1951, Sverdrup, 1942; H. Stomme1, 1956; K. Hidaka,
1949; and Soviet oceanographersc o~r~ Mamaev, 1955; Fomin, 1961 have been
directed towards the development of methods ror the estimation of the zero level
which resu1ted in the establishment of several methods for the determination of
the zero 1ayer at sea.
Eaoh of the mentioned methods has several drawbaoks and cannot be regarded
as a universa1,one • .

•

Dynamio ooeanology provides some means for the determination of the characteristio soale for the penetration of wind and thermic disturbanoes into the sea
depth.
Referring to an analogy with the drift currents Ekman adopted a vertioal
soale D (depth friotion) for the evaluation of the deorease of wind ourrents oonneoted with the seoondary wind effeot; in this oase a vertioal scale H (depth of
baroolinity) is applied.
The depth of baroolinity provisionally stands for the total baroolinio effeot
under oonditions of wind ourrents at sea. This phenomenon is dealt with in the
works of V.B. Shtokman (8), P.S. Lineykin (2,3,4), Kamenkovioh (1), Stommel and
Veronis (6).
-'ii

In some works the decrease ofdisturbances
e rvO.043 in regard to an
analogous velocity at the surfaoe (V ) is adopted as the most simple relative
oriterion for the determination of tRe lower baroolinic layer. In other studies
the vertioal scale is defined as a thickness of a layer which exhibits considernble velooities.
Thore i8 a provisional oharacter and likeness between the idea of the zero
surface and the depth of baroclinity: for oomparative purposes one can obtain
equivalent figures for the depth of the no motion layer and for the depth of
baroclinity at the very same point of the oaloulated/depth of baroolinity and
the depth of the no motion layer determined by employing one of the methods'for
the estimation of the latter (for the sake of oomparison the author used A.
Defant's method) by introducing an empirical coeffloient into the formula of
depth baroclinityo
The author has made an attempt to apply the formulae for the oaloulation of
the depth of baroclinity developed in the papers of P.S. Lineykin (2,3,4) in the
immediate physico-geographical areas (hydrological sections running through the
Gulf Stream, the North Atlantic ourrent, the Kuroshio and along 40 0 1. in the
Indian Ooean)
,
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and
stands for the kinematic coeffioients of eddy visoosity at sea in
th~ horizontal and vertioal direotions, Estands for the ratio of the eddy diffusion coefficient of density (in the vertical direotion) to the oorresponding ooeffioient of eddy viscosity, 90 is the oharaoteristio value for the sea water density,
f the Coriolis parameter, L the charaoteristio horizontal soale in the examined
area, the parameter ß = -liL
of rate in
f
along
dy- characterizes the variation
.
the meridian, b the density gradient of sea water.
Formula (1) is derived in the oourse of the solution of a plane problem; the
examination'Qf the ste~dy wind currents in an ooean of infinite depth where the
horizontal dimensions do not exoeed 500 km. permlts to assume that the Coriolia'
parameter value f alters in the linear direotion in aooordanoe with the latitude

ß=.dL
dy = Const =/=0

f=f +ßy.It is supposed that these ourrents are of geostrophio
0

nature and that at sea the horizontal eddy diffusion prevailso Fo~la (2) is
derived on the basis of solving a problem on spherio land for the planetary oiroulation in oases when the vertioal turbulent exohange plays apredominant role at
sea. "

-:..

The seleotion of thebasio parameters has bee§ ma2e in aooordanoe ~th2the
literary sourees. It is acoepted that y
= 100m
and ~
= 100m
:x
-seo
z
seo
The horizontal scale (L) in the open sea is adopted in agreement with the
characteristio'dimensions of the wind fieldl L 'is the distanoe and throughout
its'stretoh the stress ofthe wind changes twice; for the North Atlanti~ area
this figure amounts to about 1000 km.
In the course of deriving formulae It was assumed that

ß= Mdy = Const:r 0

The oaloulation for eaoh belt was based on the varied value of ß=~= 2WRcosCP
(R earth's radius, f latitude of the examined area); a similar approaoh'helped
to solve the problem on a spherio area. The density gradient b was figured out
7
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in regard to the 100-1000 m layer. Its role in the surface layer has not been taken
into account, for density variation in this layer is frequently of accidental nature.
The lower horizon for the calculation of b has been provisionally ascribed to the
1000 m horizon. Value b whioh is inoorporated into the caloulatory formulae
depends on H. sueeessive multiplying operations help to make the ehoioe of the
lower density horizon depth more preeise.

•

The depth of baroclinity was ealeulated in aecordanee with formula (1) aboard
the expeditionary ship "M.Lomonosov" (VI-IX, 1960) for two hydrologieal seetions
running through the Gulf Stream (fig.l and 2). Its value agrees fairly weIl with
the depth of the no motion iayer examined in the very same seotion sites whieh were
established (for the sake of oomparison) with the use of A. nefant's method~.
Up to late there were no hydrologie investigations eluoidating the midpart of
the Gulf Stre~ and, hence the analysis of the ealeulated material dealing with the
depth of the no motion layer is eertainly of great interest.
The curve reveals tv;o elevations; the first one refers to the Gu1f Stream;
the water in the latter is strongly stratified (materials pertaining to stations
654-655) and the maximum rise corresponds to the depth of the no motion layer
(1150 m) in the midpart of the eurrent. There is a dee1ine on both parts of the
curve's maximum. rise; on the right side of the eurve the fall extends'to the
Sargasso Sea and amounts to 1850 m and the 1eft part amounts to 1750 m. The.
stretch of the Gulf stream. in the area (approximate1y) is believed to be 45-50
miles.
The zero surfaee whieh depends upon the intensity of eireulation and basiea1ly
upon the va1ue cf the water's vertica1 stratifioation eannot have the very same
position in the oeean for it is understood that the mentioned factors experienee
strong alterations and vary in regard to the oeean area.
The seoond elevation of the ourve is observed at a 300 km. distanee, and
probably, rafers to the waters of the Atlantio eurrent. In the area between the
two seetions the Gulf Stream turns eastwards and is notioed in the seeond seetion,
in the area of stations 671-672. Here the waters are less stratified than in the
first area, the f10w is weakened and dispersed and the penetration depth of the
wind currents is situated in the midpart of the flow be10w 1550 m, in the right
band part away from the mean the depth is 1750 m and in the left hand part it is
2300 m; however, the curve reveals only one elevation. In the area between the
sections the waters of the Antilla current have partly mixed with the waters of
the Gulf Stream. According to the materials of GEK surveys the maximum currents
at the first seotion were observed at station 655, the stretoh of the Gulf Stream
Was estimated as 40-50 miles; in the secend seotion the maximum ve10cities were
noted at stationß7l and fully ooincide with the oa1culated va1ues. Aeeording to
our ealculations the inclination of the zero surface in a crosswlse direction towards the flow (~
in the first section is 700 m; at the second seetion 300 m;

g)

these observations agree with the published
olaim that the depth of the no motion layer
istie; our oaloulations revealed that there
and in the direotion of the main flow which

data (Neumann 1956)0 Some authors
along the flow i8 a constant oharaeteris an ino1ination in thc Gulf Stream
equals ~
b-y rv. 400 m.

Fig. 3 represents a ehart of the surfaee of no motion in the Gulf Stream area
(based upon the materials of six synehronous hydrologie seetions, VI-VII, 1960).
The position of the zero surfaoe in the area of the Gulf Stream current system
strongly varies.
The maximum. rise oorresponds to the midpart of the Gulf Stream (1150 m). The
seeond elevation seems to correspond to the midpart of thc Antil1a ourrent. In the
north-eastern direetion one notiees a deseent of the zero surfaee and at 38°N the
diffused'waters of the Antilla·eurrent merge with the waters of the Gu1f Stream.
The position of the zero surfaee in adefinite area ohanges in regard to the
variation of the water struoture. As an example of the transient ohange in the
position of the zero surfaee the author oites the caloulations performed at the
buoy station in the Gulf Strem (4-6 VIII,196o); even in such a:steady flow as ~b
served in the Gulf Stream, the transient .variations develop beyond 200 m (during
3 hours) though the average diurnal situation alters neg1igibly.
The oaloulations dealing with the depth penetration of the gradient-oonveotive
ourrents in the North At1antio ourrent (expeditionary ship "Lomonosov" 11/10-10/12,
1958) produoed an interesting pioture.
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In figo 4 one oan observe a fair agreement in the oourse of the ourves ~roduoed
aeeording to the foroula (1) and by the method of A. Defanto The strong var~ation
of the depth of the no motion layer is oonditioned by a oomplex pioture of ourrents o
The geostrophio currents of the area do not appear as a mighty uniform flow, the
current has a multistream oharacter and it is split up into separate brances with
counterourrentso
_ The seasonal variation in regard to the position of the zero surface in some
seotions runs up to 500 mo
Acoording to formula (1) the depth of the site should exoeed the depth of
baroolini ty 0"
Besides, formula (I) is derived with a due aooount of the influenoe of horizontal visoosity and henee it was of inte~est to carry out oaloulations for all the
above mentioned är~~s following formula (2J2
w = 7 029 010
1 E;= 001
V .... 10 <-...c.m..
---,
4
sec
(24)
sec
J! 2 z A
H = 880 CQ\
rz

r

Tho depth of baroclinity direot1y depends upon the latitudev·,· .of the site
(H

•

sin Cf,

e·=

90· - tp. ) and reoiproeally dopend? on the water stratification.

Formula (2) reveals the very same regu1arity whioh was produeed by A. Defant in a
somewhat screened formwhen ho was p10tting the ohart of the zero surfaee in the
Atlantie Ooeano
The oaloulations aocording to formula (2) produoed a somewhat weak relation
regarding the depth of the no motion layer values fo1lowing Ao Defant's methode
Tho oalculations based on the usa of formula (1) in the Gulf Stream area, the
Kuroshio and the 40· section in the Indian Ooean led to the diseovery of an empirieal
ooefficient olose to the 1T value, whioh deereases with 1atitude 0
Aoeording to the formula (2) the average empirioal ooeffieient is approximately
Bearing in mind the faotthat many problems involved with the seasonal variation
in the position of the surfaee of no motion are still not quite elear, the author
has oa1ou1ated the mean position of the latter during the summer (VI-VIII) and
winter (XII-lI) seasons for tho Northern Atlantio.
The analysis of the data related to the depth of baroelinity (fig.5) and its
oomparison with the mean position of the zero surfaoe aooording to A. Defant (1941)
a10ng the 30·W meridian (for oaoh 5· belt) permitted to verify the empirioal ooeffioientso The empirical ooeffioients K (~) produoed by oa1oulations based on
formula (1) for single hydrologie seotions (for extmp1e, the Gulf Stream, the North
Atlantio Current ete.) whioh ware found somewhat earlier are in agreement with
similar ooeffioients in the very same latitudes produced for the average multiannua1
va1ueso
Three areas may be roughly singled out with the following empirioal eoeffioients
attaehed to them:
cp: 10°_20.
k ('V 108 iT
20°_40.
krv7r

CP'

<pe

40°_60°
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This range cf variations of empiriqal ooeffioients has appeared, probably, at
the oost of insuffioient oonsideration of geographioal 1atitude in the formula
(

i oe

0

H", sin cp)
oosq>

The examination of the charts with the depth of the no motion layer throughout the summer and winter (figoS) and the applioation of formula (1) proves that the
order of values in the mid seetion of the Northern Atlantio is very olose to A.
Defant's data; substantial differenoes are observed only in the north-eastern,
north-western and"equatorial areaso
.
The zero surface reveals almost a zonal oharaoter throughout the greater
equatorial part of the ooean. The Gulf stream is oharaoterized by an abrupt daorease of depth of the zero surfaoe orosswise to the ourrento

.
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The zero surface is in conformity with the very same planetary regularity observed
by A. Defant, i.e. it descends towards high latitudes.
Owing to its low depths the zero surface does not experienee the influenee of
the botton relief and is situated basically between the Antarotic (inter.mediate)
and the abyssal water :masses.
The chart of seasona1 variations of the depth of the no motion layer is of
definite interest (fig.7)o

•

As a rule the seasona1 fluctuations in regard to the zero surface develop
owing to the seasonal variations of density in the surfaee waters. In summer
the position of the zero layer is somewhat higher. in winter on the eontrary.
Throughout vast basins of the tropieal latitudes (south of 35°N)'the seasonal
variation in the density f1uctuations is insufficient, and honco, the position of
the surface of no motion during the year is almost of constant eharaeter. Various
ehanges (at times up to 500 m) ~ the position of the zero surface ranging from
the suomer indices (1000-1300 m) to the winter oharaoteristios (1500-1800 m) are
observed in the northern areas, espeoia1ly in the oonvergenoe area of the cold
waters of Labrador and the warmwaters of the Gulf Stream. In other words, these
alterations are observed in the subpolar hydro1ogical front which reveals high
dynamic features and strongly pronounced difference in the properties of water
and sharply distinguished soasonal change of its situation. The area north of
the disoharge of the Mediterranean waters exhibits a lesser (200 m) seasonal
ohange. This area is under the influenoe of the somewhat colder waters inflowing from the North Atlantio ourrent; the temperature of the waters beoomes still
lower near the north-western ooast of Africa owing to the rise of the cold waters
from the depths to the surface aren.
The position of the subtropioal line of oonvergenoe reveals a seasonal
variation, but this line is pronounced neither in temperature nor in water salinity
and. hence, it does not affect the position of the zero surfaee o
Throughout the vast water basin of the equatorial and tropieal latitudes the
position of the zero surface during the year 1s almost steady (for example. at
looN. IV 700 m and at 25°N. f\J 1000 m).
l

The results of ealeulations in aoeordanoe with formula (1) require speoifioation in the position of the zero surface in regard to several areaa. This oan be
aohived under the oondition that our knowledge of the spatial distribution of field
density is more preciseo
The order of values and the regularities involved with the spatial position
of the zero surface produeed with the use of formula (2) (fig.S) are approxireately
similar to those obtained with formula (1); the amplitude of seasonal variability
in th~ latter oase 1s somewhat larger.
'
Analogous results originated from the very same ooean aquatorium and produced
on the basis of various physioa1 premises give grounds to regard them as reliab1e.
An observation of striking interest was made. It Was learned that the position of
the surfaoe of no motion (figo9) oa1culated aeoording to for.mu1a (1) for the summer
months of the North Paoific and with the use of the very same empiriea1 eoeffieients,
proved to be very much a1ike thepieture noted in the North At1antior the depth of
the no motion layer for the vast basin of. the northern section of the ocean is almost unchangeab1e a10ng the parallel; there are two exeeptions - the Kuroshia area
and the Ca1ifornian eurrent - whieh reveal severe ehanges of the zero surface.
The significanee of the zero surface inoreases with the latitude rangingfrom
400-1300 m.
In severaLareas the role of density was not fully grounded and this fact
conditioned the' lack of reliabi1ity in some va1ues oonoerned with the zero surface
in the near-eoasta1 areaso
The oa1oulatad va1ues invo1ved with the zero surfaee were oompared with the
resu1ts of eurrent observations.
>,

The author's ea1ou1ation have shown that the uti1ization of a uniform average
va1uein regard to the depth of no motion layer throughout various seasons (in the
course of current oalcu1ations by applying the dynamic method) ia possible in vast
oeean spaees ranging from the equator to 35°N.
In northern areaa especial1y in the area of the Polar hydrologie front and
near the African ooast the know1edge of the depth of the no motion layer during
separate seasons of the year is a matter of immediate necessity, otherwise the
;

,
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average chart of A. Defant or the assumption concerning the average unifo~ zero
surface throughout the year may lead to serious errors and distort the current
pattern.
The knowledge of but the average position of the zero surfaoe for hydrologioal
.' sections in the areas of oomplex current systems (the Gulf Stream~ the Kuroshio)
with stratified waters in various parts of its course results in grave faults
during the oalculation of the geostropliie'eurrents.
The results of the calculations are quite satisfactory. It is worth to mark
the simplieity of caloulations based on the mentioned formulae~ the definiteness
of values~ the possibility to determine the zero surface in the open sea areas on
the basis of the very first series of observations obtained during the hydrological
station.
The ealeulations of depth (H) based on the formulae of the theory of baroclinic layer are quite promising.
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The depth of the no motion 1ayer at sections runningthrough
the Gu1f Stream ca1culated according to formu1a (1) and
~f~o~r~m~ula (2) by app1ying A. Defant's methode
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0

The depth (in metres) of the surface of no motion in the
Gulf Stream area.
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The distribution of the geostrophic current velocities and the
depth of:the no motion layer at a section running through the
North Atlantic current:
1-current velo city in the northward direction.
2- "
"
" " southward
"
3-the depth of the zero surface according to A.Defant.
4-the estimation of the same depth according to formula (2).
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Figure 5.

The depth of baroclinity (in metres), calculated according
to formula (1); The unbroken line stands for the summer
season, the dotted line represents the winter period.
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The depth(in metres) of the surface of no motion, calcu1ated
according to formula (1). The·unbroken line stands for
the summer season, the dotted line represents the winter
period.
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Figure 7.

The amplitude (in metres) of seasonal variations of the depth
of the surface of no motion according to formu1a (1).
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The depth (in metres) ·of the surface of no motion calcu1ated
according to formu1a (2). ·The unbroken line stands for the
summer season. the dotted line represents the winter period.
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Figure 9. The depth (in metres) of the surfaoe
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summer period for the Northern Pacific.

